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Abstract
We consider a 3-dimensional smooth manifold M equipped with an arbitrary, a priori non-
integrable, distribution (plane field) D and a vector field T transverse to D. Using a 1-form ω such
that D = ker ω and ω(T ) = 1 we construct a 3-form analogous to that defining the Godbillon-Vey
class of a foliation, and show how does this form depend on ω and T . For a compatible Riemannian
metric onM , we express this 3-form in terms of the curvature and torsion of normal curves and the
non-symmetric second fundamental form of D. We deduce Euler-Lagrange equations of associated
functionals: for variable (D, T ) on M , and for variable Riemannian or Randers metric on (M,D).
We show that for a geodesic field T (e.g., for a contact structure) such (D, T ) is critical, characterize
critical pairs when D is integrable, and prove that these critical pairs are not extrema.
Keywords: distribution, Godbillon-Vey invariant, variation, metric, second fundamental form,
curvature, Euler-Lagrange equation, geodesic field, contact structure, twisted product
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Introduction
The Godbillon-Vey cohomology class gv(F) of a transversely oriented codimension-one foliation F of
a compact manifold M has been defined in [6] as the de Rham cohomology class of the 3-form η∧dη,
where η is a 1-form satisfying dω = ω∧ η, ω being a 1-form defining the tangent bundle (distribution
TF = kerω) of F . If dimM = 3 then gv(F) provides a number:
gv(F) =
∫
M
η ∧ dη. (1)
Integrability of TF implies the existence of such η while non-complicated calculations show that
gv(F) is well defined, that is it does not depend on possible choices of the forms ω and η. The Godbil-
lon-Vey class plays a crucial role in the study of topology and dynamics of foliations and, still, is of
some interest among “foliators”, see e.g. [2, 5, 7, 9, 16] and [8, Problem 10].
Now, let g be a Riemannian metric on M (dimM = 3), ∇ its Levi-Civita connection, T the
positive oriented unit vector field on M normal to F and h the scalar second fundamental form.
Denote by k the function on M such that k(x) is the curvature of the T -curve at x ∈M and assume
that k 6= 0 on an open set U of M . Thus, the unit normal N , the binormal B = T × N and the
torsion τ of T -curves are defined on U . Then
η ∧ dη = k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg on U and η ∧ dη = 0 when k = 0;
hence, the following formula holds [12]:
gv(F) =
∫
M
k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg. (2)
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In this paper, we consider a 3-dimensional compact manifold M equipped with an arbitrary,
a priori non-integrable, distribution (plane field) D and a vector field T transverse to D. Non-
integrable distributions appear in many situations, e.g. on contact manifolds and in sub-Riemannian
geometry. Using a 1-form ω such that D = ker ω and ω(T ) = 1, we construct a 3-form analogous
to that defining gv(F) in (1). In a sense, our form arises from the best approximation of dω by the
wedge-product of ω by a 1-form. We show how does this form depend on ω and T . On a Riemannian
manifold, this form is expressed in terms of the curvature and torsion of normal curves and the non-
symmetric second fundamental form of D, see (2) for foliations. We provide also variational formulas
related to our construction and then deduce Euler-Lagrange equations of associated functional: for
variable pair (D, T ) on M (with fixed adapted metric), and for variable Riemannian (or Randers)
metric g on (M,D). We characterize critical pairs when D is integrable, show that for a geodesic
field T (e.g. contact structure) such (D, T ) is critical; and prove that these critical pairs have saddle
type. In the last section we discuss Godbillon-Vey invariants on a manifold of dimension 2n+1 ≥ 5.
1 Construction
Let D be a transversely oriented codimension one distribution on a 3-dimensional smooth compact
manifold M , and ω a 1-form such that D = ker ω. Let T be a vector field on M such that
ω(T ) = 1.
For any 1-form α and vector fields X,Y ∈ XM on M we use the formulae
dα(X,Y ) = X(α(Y ))− Y (α(X)) − α([X,Y ]), ιZ dω = dω(Z, ·), LZα = (dιZ + ιZd)α.
We also will apply the inner product ιZ and the Lie derivative LZ to other differential forms.
Definition 1. A Riemannian metric g on M is compatible with a pair (D, T ) if T is the unit normal
to D, i.e. ω(X) = g(T,X) for all X ∈ XM . Denote by Riem(M,D, T ) the space of all such metrics.
The “musical” isomorphisms ♯ and ♭ (called and denoted so because, in traditional notation, they
“lower” and “raise” indices) will be used for rank one tensors, e.g. ω(X) = g(ω♯,X) = X♭(ω♯).
Given g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ), consider in the space Λ1(M) of 1-forms on M the subspace ω⊥ ortho-
gonal to the line spanned by ω. Consider also, in the space Λ2(M) of 2-forms, the subspace ω ∧ ω⊥
of all the 2-forms ω ∧ θ, θ being a 1-form of ω⊥. Now, project dω orthogonally onto the subspace
ω ∧ ω⊥. The projection has the form ω ∧ η, η belonging to ω⊥. Such η is unique.
Lemma 1. The 1-form η does not depend on a compatible metric g, and we have
η = ιT dω, equivalently, η = L T ω. (3)
Proof. Let g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ). The property η ⊥ ω means η(ω) = 0. The property dω − ω ∧ η ⊥
ω ∧ ω⊥ means (dω − ω ∧ η)(T, ·) = 0, that is ιT dω − η = 0. Note also that dη = L T (dω).
The 3-form η ∧ dη defines the de Rham cohomology class and represents the Godbillon-Vey type
invariant of a pair (D, T ):
gv : (D, T )→
∫
M
η ∧ dη. (4)
Example 1. Let T be the Reeb field of a contact distribution D = kerω, then ω(T ) = 1 and
η := ιT dω vanishes, see definitions in [1].
Next proposition shows how does gv(D, T ) change when T and ω vary into T˜ and ω˜, while
condition ω(T ) = 1 is preserved. Using the fact that T˜ −T can be uniquely decomposed into T - and
D-components, we have three different cases for (T˜ , ω˜), and D is preserved in cases (i) and (ii):
(i) T˜ is parallel to T and ω˜ is parallel to ω,
(ii) T˜ − T belongs to XD (hence ω(T˜ ) = 1) and ω˜ = ω,
(iii) T˜ = T and ω˜ = ω + µ for some 1-form µ such that µ(T ) = 0.
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Proposition 1. Let (ω, T ) and (ω˜, T˜ ) be pairs of smooth one-forms and vector fields on M obeying
ω(T ) = 1 = ω˜(T˜ ). (5)
(i) If T˜ = e−fT for a smooth function f on M then ω˜ = efω and the corresponding 3-forms
η ∧ dη and η˜ ∧ dη˜ are related by
η˜ ∧ dη˜ = η ∧ dη + dα+ 2T (f) · ω ∧ dη + T (f)2 · ω ∧ dω, (6)
α = f dη − f d(T (f)ω) + T (f)ω ∧ η being a 2-form.
(ii) If T˜ = T +X for some X ∈ XD and ω˜ = ω then η˜ = η+ ιX dω and the corresponding 3-forms
η ∧ dη and η˜ ∧ dη˜ are related by
η˜ ∧ dη˜ = η ∧ dη + d(η ∧ ιXdω) + 2 dη ∧ ιXdω + ιX(dω) ∧ d(ιXdω). (7)
(iii) If T˜ = T and ω˜ = ω + µ for some 1-form µ then µ(T ) = 0, η˜ = η + ιT dµ and the
corresponding 3-forms η ∧ dη and η˜ ∧ dη˜ are related by
η˜ ∧ dη˜ = η ∧ dη + d(η ∧ ιT dµ) + 2 dη ∧ ιT dµ+ ιT dµ ∧ d(ιT dµ). (8)
Proof. (i) In this situation, (5) yields ω˜ = efω. By Lemma 1, we find
η˜ = e−f ιT (defω) = e−f ιT (efdf ∧ ω + efdω) = ιT (df ∧ ω + dω) = η − df + T (f)ω,
dη˜ = dη + d(T (f)) ∧ ω + T (f) dω.
The last two equalities imply (6).
(ii) Certainly, (5) and ω˜ = ω yield ω(X) = 0. Using Lemma 1 yields η˜ = η + ιX(dω). From the
above (7) follows.
(iii) This situation is dual to (ii), in a sense. Certainly, (5) and T˜ = T yield µ(T ) = 0. Using
Lemma 1 yields η˜ = η + ιT (dµ). From the above (8) follows.
Remark 1. Formula (8) cannot be reasonably simplified even in the integrable case: two foliations
defined by ω and ω˜ may have different gv-classes and then the forms η ∧ dη and η˜ ∧ dη˜ differ by a
form which is not exact and difficult to express explicitly.
If D is integrable, then ω ∧ dω = 0, see [2], and dω = ω ∧ η. Derivation of the last equality yields
0 = d(dω) = η ∧ dω − dη ∧ ω = (ω ∧ η) ∧ η − dη ∧ ω = −dη ∧ ω.
Hence, the last two terms in (6) vanish when D is integrable, but in any case we have the following.
Corollary 1. The cohomology class gv(D, T ) does not change when we replace T by T˜ = e−fT with
f constant along the T -curves, i.e. when T (f) = 0.
2 Variations
For variable pairs (ωt, Tt) or metrics gt, denote by
 the t-derivative at t = 0 of any quantity on M .
As for (ω˜, T˜ ) before, we have three independent cases for a pair (ωt, Tt) such that ωt(Tt) ≡ 1,
(i) T˙ is parallel to T and ω˙ is parallel to ω,
(ii) T˙ ∈ XD and ω˙ = 0, hence ω(T˙ ) = 0,
(iii) T˙ = 0 and ω˙ is a 1-form such that ω˙(T ) = 0.
Lemma 2. Let (ωt, Tt) (|t| ≤ ε) be a smooth family of pairs of one-forms and vector fields on M3
satisfying ωt(Tt) ≡ 1 and let Dt = kerωt. Then
g˙v := gv(Dt, Tt)′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
η˙ ∧ dη , (9)
g¨v := gv(Dt, Tt)′′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
(η¨ ∧ dη + η˙ ∧ dη˙), (10)
where η = ιT dω, η˙ = ιT dω˙ + ι T˙ dω and η¨ = ιT dω¨ + ι T˙ dω˙ + ι T¨ dω.
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Proof. From the Taylor expansions
ωt = ω + tω˙ + (t
2/2)ω¨ +O(t3), Tt = T + tT˙ + (t
2/2)T¨ +O(t3),
we obtain ω˙(T ) + ω(T˙ ) = 0 and ω(T¨ ) + 2 ω˙(T˙ ) + ω¨(T ) = 0. Let ηt = ιTt dωt. Write ηt = η + t η˙ +
(t2/2)η¨ +O(t3). Then η˙ = ιT dω˙ + ι T˙ dω and η¨ = ιT dω¨ + 2 ι T˙ dω˙ + ι T¨ dω. Let gv(t) =
∫
M ηt ∧ dηt,
and write gv(t) = gv + t g˙v + (t2/2)g¨v +O(t3). Since
ηt ∧ dηt = η ∧ dη + t(η ∧ dη˙ + η˙ ∧ dη) + t2(η¨ ∧ dη + η˙ ∧ dη˙) +O(t3),
using d(η˙ ∧ η) = dη˙ ∧ η − η˙ ∧ dη and the Divergence Theorem, we obtain (9) and (10).
Substituting the formulae for η˙ and η¨ into that for g¨v we obtain a general formula for the second
variation of our Godbillon-Vey invariant. It should be interesting at critical points of gv, in particular
at these with dη = 0, where the stability condition reduces to I(η˙, η˙) ≥ 0 (or, ≤ 0) for any 1-form η˙ as
above, where the symmetric bilinear form I on the space of 1-forms is given by I(φ,ψ) =
∫
M φ∧ dψ.
Theorem 1. If D is integrable then: (a) a pair (D, T ) is critical for (4) if and only if
(L T )3ω = 0. (11)
(b) there are no extremal with respect to (4) two-dimensional foliations on M3.
Proof. When D is tangent to a foliation, variations of types (i)–(ii) do not change the functional,
and only variations of type (iii) are essential.
(a) In this case (Dt, T ), we have η˙ = ιT dω˙ and T˙ = 0 with ω˙(T ) = 0. Thus (9) reads
gv(Dt, T )′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
(ιT dω˙) ∧ dη = 2
∫
M
dω˙ ∧ ιT dη = 2
∫
M
ω˙ ∧ d(ιT dη).
For critical pair (D, T ), the above yields point-wise equality ω˙ ∧ d(ιT dη) = 0. Given X,Y ∈ XD
(linearly independent at a point x), take ω˙ such that ω˙(X) = 0 and ω˙(Y ) = 1. Then, using
η = ιT dω = L T ω, we get
0 = ω˙ ∧ d(ιT dη)(T,X, Y ) = d(ιT dη)(T,X) ⇒ ιT d(ιT dη) = 0 ⇔ (L T )2η = 0.
By this and definition of η, we obtain (11).
(b) First, we claim that a critical pair (D, T ) is an extremum for (4) if and only if the bilinear form
IT (α, β) =
∫
M
(L2T dα) ∧ β,
where α, β are 1-forms on M obeying α(T ) = β(T ) = 0, is definite. Indeed, since η¨ = ιT dω¨ and
T¨ = 0 with ω¨(T ) = 0, we get
∫
M η¨ ∧ dη = 0, thus (10) reads
gv(Dt, T )′′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
η˙ ∧ dη˙ = 2
∫
M
ιT dω˙ ∧ d(ιT dω˙) = 2
∫
M
(L2T dω˙) ∧ ω˙ = 2 IT (ω˙, ω˙).
It is easy to check that the bilinear form IT (α, β) is symmetric. Thus the claim follows.
Let T = ∂z on a domain in M with coordinates (x1, x2, x3 = z). Then µ(T ) = 0 for any 1-
form µ = p1(x1, x2, z)dx
1 + p2(x1, x2, z)dx
2 where p1, p2 are supported in the coordinate domain.
We calculate
LT µ = T (p1) dx1 + T (p2) dx2, (LT )2µ = T 2(p1) dx1 + T 2(p2) dx2 = p1,33 dx1 + p2,33 dx2, (12)
and then
(LT )2dµ = d(LT )2µ =
(
p2,133 − p1,233
)
dx1 ∧ dx2 − p1,333 dx1 ∧ dz − p2,333 dx2 ∧ dz.
Hence
IT (µ, µ) =
∫
M
(
p1,333 p2 − p2,333 p1
)
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dz.
This quadratic form may have any sign.
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Lemma 3. Let D = kerω be tangent to a totally umbilical foliation of a Riemannian manifold
(M3, g). Let T be unit tangent vector to T -curves and k, τ their curvature and torsion. Then (11) is
equivalent to the system, where 2λ = σ1 is the mean curvature of D,
T (T (k)) = (τ2 − λ2)k + T (λk) + λT (k), T (k τ) + τT (k)− 2 τλ = 0. (13)
Proof. The metric g is compatible with a pair (D, T ), and we will use some notations of Section 5.
Let (T,N,B) be a Frenet frame (on U) for T -curves. Take any vector field X in the distribution D
such that X1 = 〈X,N〉 and X2 = 〈X,B〉 are constant. We have AX = λX and
[T,X] = ∇TX −∇XT = −kX1T + (λX1 − τX2)N + (τX1 + λX2)B. (14)
By definition of the Lie derivative,
LT ω(X) = η(X) = kX1,
L2T ω(X) = T (LT ω(X))− LT ω([T,X])
= T (k)X1 − k〈[T,X], N〉 = T (k)X1 + k(τX2 − λX1).
Then we find
LT ω([T,X]) = k(λX1 − τX2),
L2T ω([T,X]) = T (LT ω([T,X]) − LT ω([T, [T,X]])
= (T (k)λ+ k(τ2 − λ2))X1 + (2λ τ − τT (k))X2.
By the above, we obtain for arbitrary X1,X2:
L3T ω(X) = T (L2T ω(X))− L2T ω([T,X])
= (T (T (k))− k(τ2 − λ2)− T (kλ)− T (k)λ)X1 + (T (kτ) + τT (k)− 2λ τ)X2,
and the system (13) follows.
Remark 2. The (M3, g) in Lemma 3 is locally a double-twisted product, and λ = 0 (totally geodesic
foliation) corresponds to a twisted product. For λ = 0, (11) is equivalent to the system, see (13),
T (T (k)) = τ2k, T (k τ) + τ T (k) = 0. (15)
If τ = 0 and k = const on T -curves then we have a solution. If τ 6= 0 and k 6= 0 then by (15)2,
τ = c/k2, where c is constant on T -curves, and by (15)1 we find T (T (k)) = c
2/k3, which is integrable.
Since T (T (k)) ≥ 0 when k > 0, the only periodic solutions of (15) are k(z) = const and τ = 0.
Let (B, gB) and (F, gF ) be Riemannian manifolds and φ > 0 a smooth function on B × F .
The twisted product M = B ×φ F is the manifold M = B × F with the metric g = π∗gB + (φ ◦
π)2(π′)∗gF , where π : M → B and π′ : M → F are projections. The fibers {x} × F (x ∈ B) are
totally umbilical, and the leaves B × {y} (y ∈ F ) are totally geodesic. If we regard π : B ×φ F → B
as a submersion, then the fibers are conformally related with each other; this gives us a conformal
submersion. If φ depends on B only, twisted product becomes the warped product.
Lemma 4 (see [3]). Let M = B ×φ F be a twisted product. Then
(i) fibers {x} × F are totally umbilical in M with the mean curvature vector −(∇ log φ)⊤,
(ii) fibers have parallel mean curvature if and only if φ = φ1φ2 with φ1 ∈ C2(B) and φ2 ∈ C2(F ).
Proposition 2. Let M¯2 ×φ S1 be the twisted product of a closed surface M¯2 and a circle S1. Then
(D, T ), where T is tangent to the fibers and D is tangent to the leaves, is critical for (4) if and only
if φ is the product of functions φ1 ∈ C2(M¯2) and φ2 ∈ C2(S1).
Proof. By conditions, the leaves M¯ × {y} are totally geodesic: h = 0, and the fibers S1 × {y} have
constant curvature: T (k) = 0. Let k 6= 0. By Remark 2, a pair (D, T ) is critical for (4) if and only if
τ = 0. By Frenet formula for ∇TN , the equality τ = 0 holds if and only if the curvature vector kN is
parallel (in the normal connection) along T -curves. By Lemma 4, this is equivalent to φ = φ1φ2.
Corollary 2. Let M¯2 ×φ S1 be a warped product. Then (D, T ), where T is tangent to the fibers and
D is tangent to the leaves, is critical for (4) and gv(D, T ) = 0.
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3 Jacobi operator
The bilinear form IT depends on T on M with integrable D; it serves as the index form of our
variational problem . Let g be any Riemannian metric compatible with (T, ω), and dVg its volume
form. It defines Hodge star operator on the space of differential forms, ⋆r : Λ
r(M) → Λ3−r(M),
where 0 ≤ r ≤ 3. We will not decorate ⋆ with r in what follows.
Then D := ⋆(L2T d) : Λ1(M) → Λ1(M) is a self-adjoint Jacobi type operator. It is interesting to
study the kernel (i.e. Jacobi type fields) and spectrum of D for various critical pairs (T, ω) on M .
Lemma 5. Let (D, T ) be a critical pair for (4) and D = kerω. Then I(η˙, η˙) ≥ 0 for all variations
of types (i)–(ii) if and only if
ω ∧ dω ≥ 0 (confoliation), τ ∧ dτ ≥ 0, ⋆(ω ∧ dω) ⋆ (τ ∧ dτ)− (⋆(ω ∧ dτ))2 ≥ 0 (16)
(with respect to a given orientation) for τ = ιX˙ dω and for all X˙ ∈ XD.
Proof. Let Tt = e
−ftT + Xt and ωt = eftω for a smooth functions ft on M and Xt ∈ XD, where
f0 = 0 = X0 due to Proposition 1. Then T˙ = −f˙ T + X˙, ω˙ = f˙ ω and
η˙ = T (f˙)ω − df˙ + ιX˙ dω, dη˙ = d(T (f˙))ω + T (f˙) dω + d(ιX˙ dω).
From this we find
η˙ ∧ dη˙ = T (f˙)2ω ∧ dω + T (f˙)ω ∧ d(ιX˙ dω)− df˙ ∧ d(T (f˙)) ∧ ω − T (f˙) df˙ ∧ dω
−df˙ ∧ d(ιX˙ dω) + (ιX˙ dω) ∧ d(T (f˙)) ∧ ω + T (f˙)(ιX˙ dω) ∧ dω + (ιX˙ dω) ∧ d(ιX˙ dω)
or, in a bit simpler form, suitable for integration,
η˙ ∧ dη˙ = T (f˙)2ω ∧ dω + T (f˙)ω ∧ d(ιX˙ dω)
+ (ιX˙ dω) ∧ d(T (f˙)) ∧ ω + T (f˙)(ιX˙ dω) ∧ dω + (ιX˙ dω) ∧ d(ιX˙ dω)
+ dα
with α = f˙dη˙, and again, with β = T (f˙)ω ∧ d(ιX˙dω),
η˙ ∧ dη˙ = T (f˙)2ω ∧ dω + 2T (f˙)ω ∧ d(ιX˙dω) + (ιX˙ dω) ∧ d(ιX˙ dω)
+ dα+ dβ.
Replacing f → x1f, X → x2X with arbitrary x1, x2 ∈ R, we obtain
I(η˙, η˙) =
∫
M
{
x21 T (f˙)
2(ω ∧ dω) + 2x1x2T (f˙) (ω ∧ dτ) + x22(τ ∧ dτ)
}
.
Since f˙ and X˙ can be supported in a neighborhood of any point of M , I(η˙, η˙) ≥ 0 means
x21 T (f˙)
2(ω ∧ dω) + 2x1x2T (f˙) (ω ∧ dτ) + x22(τ ∧ dτ) ≥ 0. (17)
Observe that (17) is equivalent to conditions (16).
The above leads to the following result for contact distributions.
Theorem 2. Let ω be a contact 1-form and T its Reeb field on M3. Then
(a) (ker ω, T ) is a critical point for Godbillon-Vey integral (4);
(b) there are no extremal with respect to (4) contact structures on M3.
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Proof. By η = 0, see Example 1, we get dη = 0, and (a) follows from (9) and Lemma 5. By (10),
(ker ω, T ) is a local minimum of (4) if and only if (16) hold (with opposite signs for maximum).
A contact structure on M3 is given in some coordinates (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 by ω = dx3 − x2dx1.
Hence dω = dx1 ∧ dx2 and ω(T ) = 1, where T = ∂3. Set X1 = ∂1 + x2∂3 and X2 = ∂2. Since
ω(X1) = ω(X2) = 0, we have kerω = span(X1,X2). Next, ιX1dω = dx2, ιX2dω = dx1 and
η = ιT dω = 0. Put X˙ = p1X1 + p2X2 and find dpi =
∑
j pi,j dxj. Thus
τ = ιX˙ dω = p1 dx2 + p2 dx1, dτ = dp1 ∧ dx2 + dp2 ∧ dx1.
Finally,
τ ∧ dτ = −(p2p1,3 + p1p2,3) dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3,
ω ∧ dτ = (p1,1 − p2,2 + x2p1,3) dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3.
Note that ω ∧ dω = dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 > 0, see (16)1, and (16)2,3 can be written as
(p1,1 − p2,2 + x2p1,3)2 < −(p2p1,3 + p1p2,3) = −(p1p2),3 (18)
and should be satisfied pointwise (within our chart) for any p1, p2. Functions p1 = 1 and p2 = −x3
obey (18), while functions p1 = 1 and p2 = x3 do not.
Remark 3. The condition dη = 0 is not directly related to integrability of D. There exist foliations
with non-zero gv class represented by a form η ∧ dη which is positive (w.r.t. an orientation) at all
points of the manifold. And, there exist non-integrable distributions with dη = 0 (even, η = 0). This
condition (dη = 0) depends not only on D = kerω but on both, ω and T (ω(T ) = 1), adapted to D.
Example 2 (Operator D = ⋆ (LT )2d in coordinates). In order to study our differential operator D,
its spectrum and kernel (“Jacobi fields”) in coordinates, continue calculation of the above proof. Let
T = ∂z on a domain in M with coordinates (x1, x2, z). By ω(T ) = 1 we have ω = P1(x1, x2, z) dx
1 +
P2(x1, x2, z) dx
2 + dz, and D = kerω is spanned by two vector fields X1 = ∂1 − P1∂z and X2 =
∂2 − P2∂z. The integrability condition ω ∧ dω = 0 yields
P2P1,3 − P1P2,3 + P2,1 − P1,2 = 0. (19)
By condition of an extremum, see (11), we get
(LT )3ω = P1,333 dx1 + P2,333 dx2 = 0. (20)
By (20), Pi,333 = 0, thus Pi in our coordinate system are the 2nd order polynomials in z: Pi =∑2
j=0Cij(x1, x2)z
j (i = 1, 2) with arbitrary functions Cij(x1, x2). From (19), we get two relations:
C20 = C10C22/C12, C21 = C22C11/C12.
For a compatible metric g we have g(∂z , ∂z) = 1, g(Xi, ∂z) = 0, and g(Xi,Xj) = dij(x1, x2, z) for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 with d = d11d22 − d212 > 0. Thus
g33 = 1, gi3 = Pi, gij = dij + PiPj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2), det g = d.
Let µ = ω˙ = p1(x1, x2, z)dx
1 + p2(x1, x2, z)dx
2 be a variation of type (iii). Set α = (LT )2dµ. Then
⋆α = (⋆α)1 dx
1 + (⋆α)2 dx
2 + (⋆α)3 dx
3, where x3 = z and
g(⋆α, dxj) = (⋆α)i g(dx
i, dxj) = (⋆α)i g
ij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3).
On the other hand, by α ∧ dxi = g(⋆α, dxi) dVg and (12) we have
g(⋆α, dx1) = −p2,333, g(⋆α, dx2) = −p1,333, g(⋆α, dx3) = p2,133 − p1,233.
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Introducing functions qi = pi,33, we get the linear system with matrix g
−1, whose solution is
(⋆α)1 = −(d11 + P 21 ) q2,3 − (d12 + P1P2) q1,3 + P1(q2,1 − q1,2),
(⋆α)2 = −(d22 + P 22 ) q1,3 − (d12 + P1P2) q2,3 + P2(q2,1 − q1,2),
(⋆α)3 = q2,1 − q1,2 − P1 q2,3 − P2 q1,3.
Note that the following equalities hold:
(⋆α)1 − P1(⋆α)3 = d11 q2,3 + d12 q1,3, (⋆α)2 − P2(⋆α)3 = d22 q1,3 + d22 q1,3.
Thus, and since µ has no dz component, the eigenvalue problem Dµ := ⋆α = λµ for D reads
d11 q2,3 + d12 q1,3 = −λp1, d22 q1,3 + d22 q1,3 = −λp2, q2,1 − q1,2 − P1 q2,3 − P2 q1,3 = 0, (21)
where the third equation means compatibility, and the first two equations are equivalent to
p 1,333333 = (λ
2/d)p1, p 2,333333 = (λ
2/d)p2. (22)
One may assume dij(x1, x2, z) = δij without change of gv (since T and D will not change), hence
d = 1. The general solution of (22) in our coordinate system (when d = 1) is
pi = ci1(x1, x2) e
3
√
|λ| z + ci2(x1, x2) e−
3
√
|λ| z
+
(
ci3(x1, x2) e
1
2
3
√
|λ| z + ci4(x1, x2) e−
1
2
3
√
|λ| z) cos((√3/2) 3√|λ| z)
+
(
ci5(x1, x2) e
1
2
3
√
|λ| z + ci6(x1, x2) e−
1
2
3
√
|λ| z) sin((√3/2) 3√|λ| z) (i = 1, 2).
The above functions cij are related by (21)3 and may be locally supported. We omit further details
about the spectrum of D, and will examine the case λ = 0 only.
The coefficient functions of ”Jacobi fields” obey (22) with λ = 0,
p i,333333 = 0 ⇔ q i,333 = 0 (i = 1, 2).
Thus pi are the 5th degree polynomials in z: pi =
∑5
j=0 cij(x1, x2)z
j (i = 1, 2), where again, cij are
related by (21)3. Vanishing of z
i-coefficients yields the system of five equations
C10 c23 + C20 c13 = 0,
4C10 c24 + C11 c23 + 4C20 c14 + C21 c13 = 0,
10C10 c25 + 4C11 c24 + C12 c23 + 10C20 c15 + 4C21 c14 + C22 c13 = 0,
5C11 c25 + 2C12 c24 + 5C21 c15 + 2C22 c14 = 0,
C12 c25 + C22 c15 = 0.
We conclude (with the assistance of Maple program) that all “Jacobi fields” ω˙ = µ are represented
by seven independent functions ci,j (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2) and c2,5 in two real variables, which might
have local support. Other functions of two variables, ci,j (i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4) and c1,5, are related by:
c13 = −10 c25 C10/C22, c14 = −(5/2)c25 C11/C22,
c23 = 10 c25 C20/C22, c24 = (5/2)c25 C21/C22, c15 = −c25 C12/C22,
and depend on given functions Cij that may be supported anywhere. The above property (i.e. the
polynomial in z structure of functions pi in the presentation of ω˙ = µ) holds in any coordinate system
with T = ∂z, while the functions may change.
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4 Concordance and homotopy
It is well known ([2], vol. I, Section 3.6, for example) that the Godbillon-Vey class of foliations is
invariant under the relation of concordance (in fact, cobordance).
The relation of concordance of foliations is stronger than concordance of distributions in the space
of distributions. Recall that two codimension-one foliations F0 and F1 of a manifoldM are concordant
when there exists a codimension-one foliation F of a ’cylinder’ M × [0, 1] which is transverse to the
boundary M × {0, 1} and induces Fi on M × {i}, i = 0, 1. If F is given by the equation ω = 0 and
dω = ω ∧ η on M × [0, 1], then Fi is given by ωi = 0 and dωi = ωi ∧ ηi, where ωi = φ∗iω, ηi = φ∗i η
and φi :M →M × [0, 1] is given by φi(x) = (x, i), i = 0, 1. Since the maps φ0 and φ1 are homotopic
and ηi ∧ dηi = φ∗i (η ∧ dη), the cohomology classes of 3-forms ηi ∧ dηi, i = 0, 1, are equal.
Definition 2. We shall say that two pairs (ωi, Ti), i = 0, 1, consisting of 1-forms ωi and vector fields
Ti satisfying ωi(Ti) = 1 are concordant when there exists a pair (ω, T ) consisting of a 1-form ω and
a vector field T on M × [0, 1] such that
ω(T ) = 1, ωi = φ
∗
iω, φi∗(Ti(x)) = T (φi(x))
for all x ∈M and i = 0, 1, and φi :M →M × [0, 1] is given by φi(x) = (x, i), i = 0, 1.
If M (dimM = 3) is closed and oriented, then it is parallelizable, so one can find triples (ωj)
and (Tj), j = 1, 2, 3, of 1-forms and vector fields satisfying ωj(Tk) = δjk for all j and k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
These fields and forms can be extended over M˜ = M × [0, 1] and completed by another vector field
and another form, say d/dt and dt, to get parallelizations of TM˜ and T ∗M˜ . Take on M any pair
(ω, T ) satisfying ω(T ) = 1 and write ω =
∑
i fiωi, T =
∑
j hjTj . Assume that ω and T are unit with
respect to given parallelizations, that is that
∑
i f
2
i =
∑
j h
2
j = 1. The condition ω(T ) = 1 implies
that fi = hi for all i’s, that is such a pair is uniquely determined by a map f = (f1, f2, f3) : M → S2.
Since S2 is contractible in S3, f is homotopic to a constant map f0 :M → S3. A homotopy between
f and a constant map f0, say f0 = (0, 0, 0, 1) everywhere on M , determines a pair (ω˜, T˜ ) on M˜ which
coincides with (ω, T ) on, say, M × {1} and with (d/dt, dt) on M × {0}. Since, obviously, any pair
(eφω, e−φT ) is concordant to (ω, T ) and the relation of concordance is transitive, we arrive at the
following conclusion:
Any two pairs (ω, T ), (ω′, T ′) satisfying ω(T ) = ω′(T ′) = 1 on a closed, oriented 3-manifold M
are concordant in our sense.
Certainly, one can find such pairs with different Godbillon-Vey invariants. For example, on the
unit tangent bundle SΣ of a closed, oriented surface Σ of genus > 1, one has a foliation F (arising to
a pair like that) with non-zero Godbillon-Vey class ([6] or [2, vol. I, Example 1.3.14]) and a contact
structure (defined, for example, as the week-stable or week-unstable distribution of the geodesic flow
on Σ equipped with a Riemannian metric of constant, negative curvature) arising to a pair (ω, ξ)
which consists of a contact form ω and its Reeb field ξ and has zero as its Godbillon-Vey invariant
(see Theorem 2). Finally, take into account the following, rather trivial, observation: for any f , the
systems (ω, T ) and (efω, e−fT ) are homotopic (therefore, cobordant and concordant as well) but in
general their gv classes are different. Therefore, unfortunately,
our Godbillon-Vey type invariant is not invariant under the concordance relation defined above.
Remark 4. Thurston’s construction [15] of a family of smooth foliations {Ft}t>0 on the 3-sphere, for
which gv(Ft) = t, is obtained from the weak stable foliation starting with a punctured surface and
the leaves being weakly stable submanifolds of the geodesic flow. Therefore, if (T,N,B) is the Frenet
frame of curves orthogonal to the leaves as in Section 5, then T corresponds to strongly unstable
directions, while N and B can be determined from the Lie algebra description of T 1(H2). Due to
[10, Section 1.3.3], one can define a contact 1-form α is whose characteristic (Reeb) flow T ′ coincides
with the geodesic flow restricted on T 1(S3). Let D′ be the distribution orthogonal (with respect to
the Sasaki metric) to T ′.Rotating T in the plane span(T ′, T ), we obtain a deformation (homotopy)
from Thurston’s construction (D, T ) to the contact structure (D′, T ′). Consequently, gv(D, T ) 6= 0
changes continuously to gv(D′, T ′) = 0.
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5 Around the Reinhart-Wood formula
Let g be a compatible metric and ∇ its Levi-Civita connection. Let the curvature k of T -curves be
nonzero on an open set U of M . Thus, the unit normal N , the binormal B = T ×N and the torsion
τ of T -curves are defined on U . We get the Frenet formulae:
∇T T = kN, ∇T N = −kT + τB, ∇T B = −τN. (23)
By the formula for the Levi-Civita connection, k = g([N,T ], T ). Define the non-symmetric scalar
second fundamental form h of D by
hX,Y = g(∇XY, T ), X, Y ∈ XD,
and denote by σ1 = h(N,N) + h(B,B) its trace, i.e. the mean curvature of D. The non-self-adjoint
shape operator A : D → D is given by g(AX,Y ) = hX,Y for all X,Y ∈ XD. The integrability tensor
of D (vanishing when D is tangent to a foliation F) is given by
TX,Y = g([X,Y ], T )/2 = (hX,Y − hY,X)/2.
Lemma 6. The 1-form η, see (3), defining the class gv(D, T ), is given by
η = (∇T T ) ♭ = k N ♭, (24)
while the 2-form dη attains the following values on U :
dη(N,B) = −2 div(TN,B · T ), dη(T,B) = k(τ − hB,N ), dη(T,N) = T (k)− khN,N . (25)
Proof. Indeed, since η(T ) = 0, η = (∇T T ) ♭ is orthogonal to ω = g(T, · ) and for X ∈ XD one has
(dω − ω ∧ η)(T,X) = g(T, [T,X]) + g(∇T T,X) = g(∇X T, T ) = 0.
This shows that dω − ω ∧ η is orthogonal to the plane ω ∧ ω⊥. Thus, the required formula follows.
Alternatively, one may compute the values of η using (3): η(T ) = dω(T, T ) = 0 and
η(N) = dω(T,N) = −g(∇T N −∇N T, T ) = g(∇T T,N) = k,
η(B) = dω(T,B) = −g(∇T B −∇B T, T ) = g(∇T T,B) = 0.
As far as dη is concerned, one has
dη(N,B) = N(η(B))−B(η(N)) − η([N,B])
= −B(g(∇TT,N))− g(∇TT,∇NB −∇BN) = −B(k)− k g(∇NB,N).
Differentiating g([N,B], T ) in the T -direction, after a lengthy calculation involving the use of symmet-
ries of the curvature tensor R for the second order derivatives ∇T∇NB and ∇T∇BN , yields
T (g([N,B], T )) = B(k) + k g(∇NB,N) + 2σ1TN,B.
Notice that div T = −σ1. From this and equality 2(∇T T )N,B = T (g([N,B], T )) we deduce (25)1:
B(k) + k g(∇NB,N) = 2(∇T T )N,B − 2σ1TN,B. (26)
Next,
dη(T,B) = T (η(B))−B(η(T ))− η([T,B]) = k g([T,B], N),
from which (25)2 follows. The proof of (25)3 is also straightforward.
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Using (23) we find
η ∧ dη = −k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg, (27)
dVg being the volume form on (M,g). When M is closed (i.e. compact and without boundary),
identifying H3(M,R) with R via form integration we can arrive at the Reinhart-Wood formula
gv(D, T ) = −
∫
M
k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg, (28)
which has been obtained for foliations in [12] (with opposite sign because of our choice for gv(D, T )).
If D is integrable, i.e. D = TF , then obviously gv(D, T˜ ) = gv(D, T ) = gv(F) for any T˜ transverse
to D.
Writing (6)–(8) in terms of the Frenet frame (T,N,B) one gets the following.
Proposition 3. Let (T, ω) and (T˜ , ω˜) obey (5) and g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ) with D = kerω.
(i) If T˜ = e−fT for a smooth function f on M , see Proposition 1(i), then
gv(D, T˜ ) = gv(D, T )− 2
∫
M
(
2T (f) div(TN,B · T ) + T (f)2 TN,B
)
dVg. (29)
(ii) If T˜ = T +X for some X ∈ XD, and ω˜ = ω, see Proposition 1(ii), then
gv(D, T˜ ) = gv(D, T ) + 2
∫
M
{
2 k g(X,N) div(TN,B · T )− 2(T (k) − k hN,N )TX,B
+ 2 k(τ − hB,N )TX,N − (Q1 +Q2 +Q3)
}
dVg, (30)
where the second order in X terms Qi are given by
Q1 = (k
2/2) g(X,N)2 TN,B,
Q2 =
(
T (TX,B)−B((k/2) g(X,N)) − TX,AB + 2 τTX,N
)TX,N ,
Q3 =
(
N((k/2) g(X,N)) − T (TX,N )− (k2/2) g(X,N) + τTX,B + TX,AN
)TX,B.
(iii) If T˜ = T and ω˜ = ω + µ for some 1-form µ, see Proposition 1(iii), then µ(T ) = 0 and
gv(D˜, T ) = gv(D, T ) +
∫
M
{
2 (T (k) − k hN,N )(〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, B〉)
− 2 k(τ − hB,N ) 〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, N〉+Q
}
dVg, (31)
where the second order in µ term Q is given by
Q = 〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, N〉(dµ(T, [T,B]) − T (dµ(T,B)))
+ (〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, B〉)(T (dµ(T,N)) − dµ(T, [T,N ])).
For integrable D, cases (i)–(ii) reduce themselves to the expected equality gv(D, T˜ ) = gv(D, T ).
Proof. (i) One has dω(N,B) = −ω([N,B]) = −2TN,B. The above, (25)1 and (6) provide (29).
(ii) Using the equalities
dω(T,X) = k g(X,N), dω(X,B) = −2TX,B, dω(X,N) = −2TX,N , (32)
and (25)2,3, we derive the last two terms of (7),
dη ∧ ιXdω(T,N,B) = dη(T,N) dω(X,B) + dη(N,B) dω(X,T ) + dη(B,T ) dω(X,N)
= 2 k g(X,N) div(TN,B · T )− 2(T (k) − k hN,N )TX,B + 2 k(τ − hB,N )TX,N ,
(ιXdω ∧ d(ιXdω))(T,N,B) = dω(X,T ) d(ιXdω)(N,B) + dω(X,N) d(ιXdω)(B,T )
+ dω(X,B) d(ιXdω)(T,N),
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where using d(ιXdω)(N,B) = k g(X,N)TN,B and calculating d(ιXdω) on pairs (B,T ) and (T,N),
we find
dω(X,T ) d(ιXdω)(N,B) = 2Q1, dω(X,N) d(ιXdω)(B,T ) = 2Q2,
dω(X,B) d(ιXdω)(T,N) = 2Q3.
Note that Qi = 0 for all i’s when D is integrable. The above provides
η˜ ∧ dη˜ − η ∧ dη = d(η ∧ ιX dω) + 2(Q1 +Q2 +Q3) dVg
4(k g(X,N) div(TN,B · T )− (T (k)− k hN,N )TX,B + k(τ − hB,N )TX,N ) dVg. (33)
From (33) and the Divergence Theorem the required (30) follows.
(iii) Using dµ(T,X) = 〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, X〉 (X ∈ XD), as in step (ii), we calculate
(dη ∧ ιT dµ)(T,N,B) = (T (k) − khN,N )(〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, B〉)− k(τ − hB,N ) 〈∇T µ♯ −Aµ♯, N〉,
(ιT dµ ∧ d(ιT dµ))(T,N,B) = dµ(T,N) d(ιT dµ)(B,T ) + dµ(T,B) d(ιT dµ)(T,N).
Then, calculating d(ιT (dµ)) on pairs (T,N) and (T,B),
d(ιT (dµ))(T,N) = T (dµ(T,N)) − dµ(T, [T,N ]), d(ιT (dµ))(B,T ) = dµ(T, [T,B])− T (dµ(T,B)),
we get (ιT dµ ∧ d(ιT dµ))(T,N,B) = Q. From the above (31) follows.
Corollary 3. Let g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ) and D = kerω.
(i) If Tt = T + φtT for some φt ∈ C1(M) (|t| < ε) and φ0 ≡ 0, then
gv(D, Tt)′| t=0 = 4
∫
M
T (φ˙) div(TN,B · T ) dVg
= −4
∫
M
φ˙ div(div(TN,B · T ) · T ) dVg. (34)
(ii) If Tt = T +Xt, Xt ∈ XD (|t| < ε) and X0 = 0, then
gv(D, Tt)′| t=0= 4
∫
M
〈
k div(TN,B · T )N − (T (k)− k hN,N )(T ,B)♯+ k(τ − hB,N )(T ,N )♯, X˙
〉
dVg. (35)
(iii) If ωt = ω + µt (|t| < ε), µt(T ) = 0 and µ0 = 0, then
gv(Dt, T )′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
〈
((σ1−τ)ψ2−T (ψ2)− ψ2A∗)B − ((σ1+τ)ψ1−T (ψ1)− ψ1A∗)N, µ˙♯
〉
dVg, (36)
where ψ1 = k(τ − hB,N ), ψ2 = T (k)− k hN,N and A∗ : D → D is adjoint to A.
For integrable D, cases (i)–(ii) reduce themselves to the expected equality gv(D, Tt)′| t=0 = 0.
Proof. (i) The first equality of (34) is provided by equalities
gv(D, Tt)′| t=0 = −2
∫
M
T (φ˙)ω ∧ dη (37)
and (ω ∧ dη)(T,N,B) = ω(T ) dη(N,B) = −2(∇T T )N,B . The second equality of (34) follows from
the above, the Divergence Theorem and a general formula
div(φ˙ QT ) = T (φ˙)Q+ div(QT )φ˙. (38)
applied to Q = div(TN,B · T ).
(ii) By the proof of Proposition 3(ii), we have
ηt ∧ dηt = η ∧ dη − dαt + 2 dηt ∧ (ιXt dω) + (ιXtdω) ∧ d(ιXt dω),
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thus,
(ηt ∧ dηt)′| t=0 = −d α˙+ 2 dη ∧ ιX˙(dω),
and (35) follows directly from the above and (30).
(iii) Using
g(∇T µ♯, N) = T (µ(N))− τµ(B), g(∇T µ♯, B) = T (µ(B)) + τµ(N),∫
M
ψ1 T (µ(N)) dVg =
∫
M
(σ1ψ1 − T (ψ1))µ(N) dVg,∫
M
ψ2 T (µ(B)) dVg =
∫
M
(σ1ψ2 − T (ψ2))µ(B) dVg.
and Proposition 3 we arrive at the claim of (36).
Corollary 4. If D is nowhere integrable then all critical points (D, T ) of gv with respect to variations
of T preserving our almost product structure (case (i) of Corollary 3) have the same type: are either
maximum (when TN,B < 0) or minimum (when TN,B > 0).
Proof. We deal with variations Tt = T + φt T = e
−ftT , where φ0 = 0 = f0, see Corollary 3(i). From
φt = tφ˙+ (t
2/2)φ¨ + o(t2) we find φ˙ = −f˙ and φ¨ = (f˙)2 − f¨ . Using (6) we obtain
gv(D, Tt)′′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
(
T (f¨)ω ∧ dη + T (f˙)2ω ∧ dω).
By (37) and (38) we get gv(D, Tt)′′| t=0 = 2
∫
M T (φ˙)
2ω ∧ dω. Let (D, T ) be critical for gv and such
variations. Then, by the proof of Corollary 3(i), we get gv(D, Tt)′′| t=0 = −4
∫
M T (φ˙)
2 TN,B dVg.
By conditions, N and B are globally defined and TN,B 6= 0.
Proposition 4. Let T be a geodesic vector field on (M3, g), then (D, T ) is critical and gv(D, T ) = 0.
In particular, two-dimensional transversely oriented Riemannian foliations of 3-manifolds are critical
points for Godbillon-Vey integrals varying over all plane fields.
Proof. Since k = 0, by Lemma 6, η = 0, Thus, dη = 0, and using of (9) completes the proof of first
claim. If F is a Riemannian foliation and g is bundle-like, then the normal vector field T is geodesic
(i.e., ∇T T = 0) and η = 0, see Lemma 6 again. Thus, dη = 0, and (TF , T ) is critical by (9).
Proposition 5. Condition (11) (for integrable D) in geometrical terms reads
T (T (k)) − k∇T hN,N − 2T (k)hN,N − k hAN,N − k τ2 = 0,
2T (k(hB,N − τ)) + k(−T (τ) + hAB,N + τ(hAB,B − hAN,N )) = 0. (39)
Proof. Using (LT ξ)(y) = T (ξ(y)) − ξ([T, y]) for any 1-form ξ, Frenet formulas (23), definition of h
and (3), we get
((LT )3ω)(y) = ((LT )2η)(y) = T (LT η(y)) − (LT η)([T, y])
= T (T (k g(N, y))) − k g(N, [T, y]) − T (k g(N, [T, y])) + k g(N, [T, [T, y]])
= T (T (k g(N, y))) − 2T (k g(N, [T, y])) + k g(N, [T, [T, y]]),
where one may assume y ∈ D. For y = N using g(N, [T,N ]) = hN,N , TN,B = 0 and
g(N, [T, [T,N ]]) = ∇T hN,N − hAN,N − τ2,
this yields (39)1, and for y = B using g(N, [T,B]) = hB,N − τ and
g(N, [T, [T,B]]) = −T (τ) + hAB,N + τ(hAB,B − hAN,N ),
this yields (39)2.
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6 Variable Riemannian metric
Functional (28) leads to two functionals on the space of metrics Riem(M) on a manifoldM3 equipped
with either a plane field D (then T varies) or a unit vector field T (then D varies). Here we study the
first of them. So, let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension 3 equipped with a plane field D.
We are looking for the first variation and critical points (Riemannian metrics) of the functional
JD : g → −
∫
M
k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg. (40)
The integrand is taken zero outside of U = k−1(R r {0}), and the integral is taken over M if it
converges; otherwise, one integrates over an arbitrarily large, relatively compact domain Ω in M ,
containing supports of variations (gt) with g0 = g. Revcall again that for integrable D (i.e. tangent
to a foliation F), the 3-form
γ = −k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg
represents the Godbillon-Vey class of F , see [12]; hence, the functional JD is constant in this case.
Observe that equality τ − hB,N = 0 means that the distribution Span(T,B) built of rectifying
planes of T -curves is integrable.
Let gt (|t| < ε) be a 1-parameter family of metrics. Define a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor S by
S = g˙.
It has six independent components ST,T , ST,N , ST,B , SN,N , SN,B, SB,B . A family gt preserving metric
on D is called g⊥-variation: it has three components ST,T , ST,N , ST,B . A family gt preserving orthogo-
nality of the distributions is called adapted variation: it has four components ST,T , SN,N , SN,B , SB,B .
Therefore, an adapted g⊥-variation has one component ST,T only.
Theorem 3. Euler-Lagrange equations for (40) with respect to all variations of Riemannian metric
are given on U by
div(div(TN,B · T ) · T ) = 0, (41a)
div(TN,B · T )− (T (log k)− hN,N )TN,B = 0, (41b)
(τ − hB,N )TN,B = 0, (41c)
where σ1 = h(N,N) + h(B,B) is, as before, the trace of h.
Proof. Arbitrary variation of a Riemannian metric can be decomposed into three cases:
1. the metric varies along T only;
2. variations preserve the metric on D and T (but disturb their orthogonality);
3. the metric varies along D only (variations preserve the unit normal to D).
Thus, we divide the components of S into three sets: {ST,T }, {ST,N , ST,B} and {SN,N , SN,B, SB,B}.
Case 1. Here, Tt = e
−ft T is the unit normal to D with respect to gt for some smooth function
ft with f0 = 0. Differentiating gt(Tt, Tt) = 1 at t = 0 we obtain g(f˙ T, T ) + ST,T = 0. Hence,
f˙ = −ST,T/2. By Corollary 3(i), we have
d
dt
JD(gt) | t=0 =
∫
M
(ηt ∧ dηt)′| t=0 = 2
∫
M
T (f˙) div(TN,B · T ) dVg
= −2
∫
M
div(div(TN,B · T ) · T )ST,T dVg.
Thus, the Euler-Lagrange equations have the form of (41a). Note that T ((∇T T )N,B) = (∇2T,T T )N,B .
Case 2. Now, Tt = T+Xt is the unit normal to D with respect to gt for some vector field Xt ∈ XD
with X0 = 0. Differentiating gt(T +Xt, N) = 0 at t = 0 we obtain g(X˙,N) = −g˙(T,N) = −ST,N .
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Similarly, we get g(X˙,B) = −ST,B. Hence, X˙ = −ST,NN − ST,BB. By Corollary 3(ii) and using
equalities TX˙,N = ST,BTN,B and TX˙,B = −ST,NTN,B, we find
d
dt
JD(gt) | t=0 = 4
∫
M
{
k g˙(X,N) div(TN,B · T )− (T (k)− khN,N )TX˙,B + k(τ − hB,N )TX˙,N
}
dVg
= 4
∫
M
{(
(T (k)− khN,N )TN,B − k div(TN,B · T )
)
ST,N − k(τ − hB,N )TN,B ST,B
}
dVg.
Thus, the Euler-Lagrange equations (equivalent to vanishing of ST,N , ST,B components of the inte-
grand) have the form of (41b) and (41c).
Case 3. Since metric g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ) can vary along D only, ω and T do not change.
By Lemma 3, η does not vary; thus, by (27), the functional JD is constant. These variations do
not provide us with new Euler-Lagrange equations.
Corollary 5. Let T be a geodesic vector field on (M3, g) and a normal plane field D be orthogonal
to T . Then g is a critical point for JD, but g is not an extremum.
Proof. Since T is geodesic field, we have k = 0. Hence (41b) and (41c) are satisfied. By (26), the
Euler-Lagrange equation (41a) is satisfied, and the first claim follows.
By (24), η = 0, hence dη = 0, and we can apply Lemma 5. Assume k 6= 0 at a point x and then
let k → 0. Using (32), rewrite (16)1 as
ω ∧ dω = −2TN,B ≥ 0.
The equality (16)2 requires computation for τ = ιX˙ dω and dτ = dιX˙ dω:
(τ ∧ dτ)(T,N,B) = dω(X˙, T )[B(dω(X˙,N)) +N(dω(X˙,B))]
+ dω(X˙,N)[B(dω(X˙, T )) + T (dω(X˙,B))] + dω(X˙,B)[N(dω(X˙, T )) + T (dω(X˙,N))]
= 2 k g(X˙,N)[B(TX˙,N) +N(TX˙,B)]
+ 2TX˙,N [B(k g(X˙,N)) + 2T (TX˙,B)] + 2TX˙,B [N(k g(X˙,B)) + 2T (TN,B)].
Letting k → 0 and X˙ = cosφN + sinφB we get
(τ ∧ dτ)(T,N,B)→ 2 sin(2φ)T ((TN,B)2),
which can be either positive or negative for different φ when T (TN,B) 6= 0, and just (16)2 is not
satisfied.
Corollary 6. Let g be a critical metric for JD whith D being nowhere integrable. Then the distribution
Span(T,B) of rectifying planes to T -curves is integrable (on U) and η ∧ dη = 0, hence JD(g) = 0.
Proof. Recall that k 6= 0 on U . Since TN,B 6= 0, by (41c) and Lemma 6 we obtain dη(T,B) = 0.
Hence N ♭ ∧ dη = 0. By this, g([T,B], N) = 0 (hence Span(T,B) is integrable on U) and dη = N ♭ ∧α
for some 1-form α. The last equality yields η ∧ dη = kN ♭ ∧N ♭ ∧ α = 0.
Example 3. By Theorem 3, if D is integrable, then all the metrics onM are critical for the functional
(40), and JD is constant. There exist metrics on 3-manifolds endowed with non-integrable plane fields,
which are critical for (40). Indeed, let D be the plane field orthogonal to Hopf circles on S3 with the
standard metric g. Since k = 0 on S3, the metric g is critical for JD.
Example 4. Recall that a Riemannian metric g on a contact manifold (M3, ω) with the Reeb field
T (see Theorem 2) is associated if there exists a (1, 1)-tensor φ such that for all X,Y ∈ XM
ω(X) = g(T,X), dω(X,Y ) = g(X,φ(Y )), φ2 = − id+ω ⊗ T.
The above (φ, T, ω, g) is called a contact metric structure on M , see [1]. The integral curves of T are
geodesics for the contact metric structure. By Corollary 5, contact metrics on a contact manifold
(M3, ω) are critical for the functional JD.
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7 Variable Randers metric
Recall that a Finsler structure on a manifold M is a family of Minkowski norms Fp in tangent spaces
TpM depending smoothly on a point p ∈M . The symmetric bilinear form
gy(u, v) =
1
2
∂2
∂s∂t
F 2(y + su+ tv)|s=t=0, y 6= 0,
is positive definite. An important non-Riemannian quantity (called the Cartan torsion) is the sym-
metric trilinear form Cy(u, v, w) =
1
4
∂3
∂r ∂s ∂t F
2(y + ru+ sv + tw) | r=s=t=0 (y 6= 0).
Let a Finsler manifold (M3, F ) be endowed with a transversely oriented plane field D. For any
p ∈ M , there are two normal directions to Dp, opposite when F is reversible, see [14]. Let T be a
unit vector field orthogonal to D. Define a particular Riemannian metric g on M , see [13], which is
compatible with (D, T ):
g := gT .
The Chern connection DT is torsion free and ’almost metric’; it is determined by
g(DTu v,w) − g(∇u v,w) = CT (DTw T, u, v)− CT (DTu T, v, w) − CT (DTv T, u,w), (42)
where u, v, w ∈ XM and ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g.
A codimension one foliation F (with the distribution D = TF being integrable) is said to be
Riemannian if T -curves are DT -geodesics, that is if DTT T = 0.
Proposition 4 can be extended for Finsler metrics as follows.
Corollary 7. Let F be a 2-dimensional transversely oriented Riemannian foliation of M3 with a
Finsler metric F . Then a pair (TF , T ), where T a unit F -normal to F , is a critical point for
Godbillon-Vey integrals varying over all plane fields.
Proof. Observe that kT = F (DTT T ) is the curvature of T -curves on (M,F ). By (42), D
T
T T = ∇T T ;
thus, T is a geodesic vector field for F if and only if it is geodesic for g. Hence, the claim follows
from Proposition 4 for metric g.
Important ’computable’ examples of Minkowski norms are Randers norms, that is Euclidean
norms shifted by a small vector. These norms were introduced in [11] by a physicist G.Randers to
consider the unified field theory. Given a Riemannian metric a(· , ·) = 〈· , ·〉 on M3 with Euclidean
norm α(y) :=
√
〈y , y〉 and a linear form β on M of norm b := α(β) < 1, the Randers metric is
defined by F = α+β. Set c =
√
1− b2. Let D be a plane field on M and T¯ an a-unit a-normal to D.
For simplicity assume that β♯ ∈ D, i.e.
β(T¯ ) = 0.
Lemma 7 (see [13]). Frenet frames {T,N,B} and {T¯ , N¯ , B¯} of normal curves in metrics g and a
(defined on an open set where the curvatures k and k¯ are nonzero) are related as follows:
T = c−1 T¯ − c−2β♯, c2kN = k¯N¯ − c−1∇¯⊤c+ c−2β(k¯N¯ − c−1∇¯⊤c)β♯.
In the case of F = α+ β, the new metric g = gT has the form
g = (1 + β(n)) a+ β♭ ⊗ β♭ − β(n)n♭ ⊗ n♭ + β♭ ⊗ n♭ + n♭ ⊗ β♭, (43)
where the vector field n = c2T has the properties 〈n, n〉 = 1 and β(n) = −b2. In particular,
g(u, v) = c2(〈u, v〉 − β(u)β(v)) (u, v ∈ D). (44)
By Lemma 7, Riemannian foliations of M3 with Randers metric F are characterized by condition
k¯N¯ − c−1∇¯⊤c+ c−2β(k¯N¯ − c−1∇¯⊤c)β♯ = 0.
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Put N = N1N¯ +N2B¯ and B = B1N¯ + B2B¯. Then the components N1, N2 can be extracted using
Lemma 7. For example, c2kN = k¯N¯ + c−2k¯β(N¯)β♯ when c = const. We can use (44) to write down
the system for B:
0 = c−2g(B,N) = 〈B,N〉 − β(B)β(N), c−2 = c−2g(B,B) = 〈B,B〉 − β(B)2.
This yields the linear system for components B1 and B2, from which, keeping in mind β(N) =
N1β(N¯) +N2β(B¯), we find B1 =
√
1+c2 (β(B¯)β(N)−N2)
c (N1β(B¯)−N2β(N¯)) and B2 =
√
1+c2 (β(N¯)β(N)−N1)
c (N2β(N¯)−N1β(B¯)) . The curvature
and torsion functions k, τ of T -curves and the second fundamental form and integrability tensor h,T
of D for g are related with such quantities k¯, τ¯ , h¯, T¯ for a by long formulas [13].
Here, we are looking for Euler-Lagrange equations for the following functional on the space of
Randers metrics on (M,D):
JRD : (α, β)→ −
∫
M
k2(τ − hB,N ) dVg . (45)
(Certainly, for β = 0 (45) reduces itself to (40).) So, let Ft = αt+ βt (|t| < ε) be a family of Randers
metrics, and T¯t unit αt-normals to D.
Proposition 6. (i) Let βt = β, i.e. Ft = αt + β. Then for u, v ∈ D, we have
g˙(u, v) = c2a˙(u, v)− (c a˙(T¯ , β♯) + a˙(β♯, β♯))(〈u, v〉 − β(u)β(v))
− 2 c2(a˙(β♯, u)β(v) + a˙(β♯, v)β(u)), (46a)
g˙(T, v) = c a˙(T¯ , v) − a˙(β♯, v) + β(v)(3
2
a˙(β♯, β♯)− 2c a˙(T¯ , β♯)− 1
2
c2 a˙(T¯ , T¯ )
)
, (46b)
g˙(T, T ) = a˙(T¯ , T¯ )− 2c−1a˙(T¯ , β♯) + c−2a˙(β♯, β♯). (46c)
(ii) Let αt = α, i.e. Ft = α+ βt, and β
♯
t ∈ D. Then for u, v ∈ D, we have
g˙(u, v) = −2〈β˙, β〉(〈u, v〉 − β(u)β(v)) − c2(β˙(u)β(v) + β˙(v)β(u)), (47a)
g˙(T, v) = β˙(v)− cβ(v)β˙(T¯ ), (47b)
g˙(T, T ) = 2 c−1β˙(T¯ )− 2 c−2〈β˙, β〉. (47c)
Proof. (i) Derivating (43) we obtain
g˙(u, v) = (1 + β(n))a˙(u, v) + β(n˙)
(〈u, v〉 − 〈n, u〉〈n, v〉)
−β(n)(a˙(n, u)〈n, v〉+ a˙(n, v)〈n, u〉 + 〈n˙, u〉〈n, v〉 + 〈n˙, v〉〈n, u〉)
+β(u)
(
a˙(n, v) + 〈n˙, v〉) + β(v)(a˙(n, u) + 〈n˙, u〉). (48)
After derivation of at(T¯t, u) = 0 (u ∈ D) and at(T¯t, T¯t) = 1 we find ˙¯T⊤ = −a˙(T¯ , ·)♯ and ˙¯T⊥ =
−(1/2) a˙(T¯ , T¯ )T¯ , respectively. Hence,
˙¯T = −a˙(T¯ , ·)♯ − (1/2) a˙(T¯ , T¯ )T¯ .
Since n˙ = c˙ T¯ + c ˙¯T − a˙(β♯, ·)♯ and c˙ = −a˙(β♯, β♯)/(2 c), then
β(n˙) = c β( ˙¯T )− a˙(β♯, β♯) = −c a˙(T¯ , β♯)− a˙(β♯, β♯),
〈n˙, u〉 = c˙〈T¯ , u〉+ c〈 ˙¯T, u〉 − a˙(β♯, u).
In particular, from (48) with u, v ∈ D, using 〈T¯ , u〉 = 0, we obtain
g˙(u, v) = (1 + β(n))a˙(u, v) − (c a˙(T¯ , β♯) + a˙(β♯, β♯))(〈u, v〉 − 〈n, u〉〈n, v〉)
+β(n)
(
(c a˙(T¯ , u)− a˙(β♯, u))β(v) + (c a˙(T¯ , v)− a˙(β♯, v))β(u)
−(c a˙(T¯ , u) + a˙(β♯, u))β(v) − (c a˙(T¯ , v) + a˙(β♯, v))β(u))
+β(u)
(
(c a˙(T¯ , v)− a˙(β♯, v)) − (c a˙(T¯ , v) + a˙(β♯, v)))
+β(v)((c a˙(T¯ , u)− a˙(β♯, u))− (c a˙(T¯ , u) + a˙(β♯, u))),
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and then (46a). Similarly, from (48) with u = n and v ∈ D, using 〈n˙, n〉 = 12 a˙(β♯, β♯)− 32 c2a˙(T¯ , T¯ ),
we obtain
g˙(n, v) = c2[a˙(n, v) + β(v)(a˙(n, n) + 〈n˙, n〉)]
and then (46b). Finally, from (48) with u = n and v = n we get g˙(n, n) = c2a˙(n, n), hence (46c).
(ii) In this case, (β˙)♯ = (β♯)′ and T¯t = T¯ . Since n˙ = c˙ T¯ − β˙ ♯ and c˙ = −c−1〈β˙, β〉, then
β(n˙) = −〈β˙, β〉, β˙(n) = c β˙(T¯ )− 〈β˙, β〉, 〈n, u〉 = −β(u), 〈n˙, u〉 = −β˙(u).
Derivating (43) in this case yields
g˙(u, v) = −2〈β˙, β〉[〈u, v〉 − 〈n, u〉〈n, v〉] + β˙(u)β(v) + β(u)β˙(v)
+ (1− c2)(〈n˙, u〉〈n, v〉 + 〈n˙, v〉〈n, u〉)
+ β˙(u)〈n, v〉 + β(u)〈n˙, v〉+ β(v)〈n˙, u〉+ β˙(v)〈n, u〉. (49)
For u, v ∈ D this reduces to (47a). From (49) for u = n and v ∈ D, using 〈n˙, n〉 = −c β˙(T¯ ), we find
(47b). From (49) for u = n and v = n we find g(n, n) = 2 c3β˙(T¯ )− 2 c2〈β˙, β〉, hence (47c).
Let at (|t| < ε) be a 1-parameter family of metrics and βt (|t| < ε) a 1-parameter family of
1-forms. Then a˙ has six independent components: a˙(T¯ , T¯ ), a˙(T¯ , N¯ ), a˙(T¯ , B¯), a˙(N¯ , N¯), a˙(N¯ , B¯) and
a˙(B¯, B¯), and β˙ ♯ has three independent components: β˙(T¯ ), β˙(N¯) and β˙(B¯). Let DTT T 6= 0 on an
open set U . Denote by Qi (i = 1, 2, 3) the LHS’s of equations (41a)–(41c) calculated with respect to
new metric g = gT . The following result can be viewed as extension of Theorem 3.
Corollary 8. Euler-Lagrange equations for (45) with respect to all variations (αt, βt) of metric a
and 1-form β such that β♯ ∈ D are trivial on M \ U and are given on U by
Q1 = 0, Q2 = 0, Q3 = 0, (50)
which reduce to (41a)–(41c) when β = 0.
Proof. Let β 6= 0 (otherwise we reduce all of that to Theorem 3 for metric a). Due to Theorem 3,
only the derivatives g˙(T,N), g˙(T,B) and g˙(T, T ) are important for Euler-Lagrange equations; hence,
we may and do assume g˙(N,N) = g˙(N,B) = g˙(B,B) = 0. By the results of Section 6,
d
dt
JRD (at, βt) | t=0 =
∫
M
{
Q1 g˙(T, T ) +Q2 g˙(T,N) +Q3 g˙(T,B)
}
dVg. (51)
If β does not depend on t then (51) and (46b)–(46c) yield
2c−2Q1 − β(N)Q2 − β(B)Q3 = 0,
2c−2β(N¯)Q1 − (N1 − 2β(N)β(N¯ ))Q2 − (B1 − 2β(B)β(N¯ ))Q3 = 0,
2c−2β(B¯)Q1 − (N2 − 2β(N)β(B¯))Q2 − (B2 − 2β(B)β(B¯))Q3 = 0.
Next, if α does not depend on t then (51) and (47b)–(47c) yield
2c−2β(N¯ )Q1 −N1Q2 −B1Q3 = 0, 2c−2β(B¯)Q1 −N2Q2 −B2Q3 = 0. (52)
Since β(N¯)2 + β(B¯)2 6= 0, we get (50) directly from (52).
By Corollaries 5 and 8, a metric g on (M3,D) with a geodesic vector field T is critical for JRD .
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8 Final remarks
In the case of a codimension-one distribution D and a vector field T transverse to D on a manifold
M of dimM > 3, the form η ∧ dη can be also defined as in Section 1 for the dimM = 3 case but
there is no reason (different from integrability of D) for η ∧ dη to be closed. However, using the
Hodge decomposition theorem: Λk(M) = Hk(M) ⊕ im d ⊕ im δ, (see, for example, [17]), Hk(M)
being the space of harmonic k-forms on M and δ being the formal adjoint of d, one can project our
form η ∧ dη onto the space H3(M) and define the Godbillon-Vey class of (D, T ) as the cohomology
class determined by this projection. In this case, however, differently from the case of dimM = 3
(Lemma 1), the obtained class gv(D, T ) depends strongly on the choice of a metric g ∈ Riem(M,D, T ).
Anyway, it seems to be interesting to investigate this general case more closely.
Let dimM = 2n + 1 ≥ 5, and ω, T and η = ιT dω be as above. Following the ideas of [4], we
observe that the following cohomology classes (Godbillon-Vey type invariants) are well-defined:
gvs(ω, T ) =
∫
M
η ∧ dη ∧ . . . ∧ dη︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
∧ dω ∧ . . . ∧ dω︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−s
, 0 ≤ s ≤ n.
Let {N,Z0 = B,Z1, . . . , Z2n−2} be a local orthonormal basis of D, and as before, h its second
fundamental form, and k, τ the curvature and torsion of T -curves. Let T Z be the integrability tensor
of the distribution DZ orthogonal to {T,N}. Denote by Si2n−2 (0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1) the set of all
transpositions j = {j1, j2 . . . , j 2n−2} of 2n − 2 elements {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 2} \ {i}.
Proposition 7. We have gv0(ω, T ) = 0 and for s ≥ 1
gvs(ω, T ) = (−2)n−1
∫
M
{
ks+1
∑2n−2
i=0
[
(hZi,N − τδi0)×
×
∑
j∈Si
2n−2
g(T Zj1,j2 , N) . . . g(T Zj 2s−1,j 2s, N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
· Tj 2s+1,j 2s+2 . . . Tj 2n−3,j 2n−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−s
]}
dVg.
If DZ is integrable, then gvs(ω, T ) = 0 for all s ≥ 1.
Proof. Since η(T ) = 0, η(N) = k and dω(T,Zi) = 0, see (32), we get gv0(ω, T ) = 0. We have
dω(Zi, Zj) = g(T, [Zi, Zj ]) and dη(Zi, Zj) = g(N, [Zi, Zj ]). From this the claim for s ≥ 1 follows.
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